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Lord my God, my unique hope,   

grant that I don’t cease to seek You when I am tired, 

but that I always seek Your face fervently.  

 

Give me the strength to seek you,   

you, who gave me the possibility to meet you,  

and the hope of encountering You always more.   

 

In front of you lie my strength and my weakness:  

conserve the former, heal the latter. 

 

In front of you lie my knowledge and my ignorance;   

where you opened for me, welcome me as I enter; 

where you closed for me, open when I knock.  

 

Grant that I remember You, 

that I hear You, that I love You. Amen! 

 

(Saint Augustine, De Trinitate, 15, 28, 51) 
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An itinerary …  

 

Together, as community … Together, as group or family, let’s try to 

meditate these words of the Rule of Life. Let’s transform them into a 

profession of faith, but even into an opportunity to ask ourselves:    

� 

  “Our faith” is Christ, 

who saved all humanity! 

   Is “our faith”  Christ, 

who saved all humanity  ? … 
    “Our faith” is Christ, 

The living Word of the Father ! 

--- 

Is “our faith”  Christ, 

Word of the living God  ?   
… 

  “Our faith” is Christ, 

who communicated to us God’s 

same life ! 

 

Is “our faith”  Christ, 

who communicated to us 
God’s same life  ?  

… 
  “Our faith” is Christ, 

who identified himself with the poor! 

 

  Is “our faith”  Christ,  

who identified himself with the 
poor? … 

  “Our faith” is Christ, 

who acts in the world, 

in the peoples’ history and also in the 

daily and simple realities! 

 

Is “our faith”  Christ, 

who acts in the world, 

both in the peoples’ history and  
in the daily and simple realities ?  

… 
 

“Our faith ” is Christ! 

 

 

Is “our faith”  Christ? 

 

Cf. RoL 2.1.1.; 2.1.2.; 2.1.3; 2.2.1.; 2.2.2. 
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Therefore, let’s read from this perspective, the dialogue 

consumed during that night. Between Jesus and Nicodemus … 

Between Jesus and us!      

 

Nicodemus is a key-personage in John’s Gospel. It’s not by 

chance that he is present three times and in strategic contexts! He 

is present in the beginning, i.e. here in this night of dialogue and 

research (cf. Jn 3,1-22). He is present in the middle of the 

evangelical narration, when in the centre of the debate of the 

doctors of the law we find Jesus’ identity and their refusal (cf. Jn 

7,50-53). Nicodemus will be present at the end, during Jesus’ 

burial, when the first of the three determining nights of man’s 

entire mystery, will fall on the world (cf. 19,38-42). 

 

The “nocturnal” Nicodemus who was invited to be born again, 

will be the same Nicodemus who – but listen, listen! – will be near 

the tomb of the Lord Jesus with «a mixture of myrrh and aloes » 

(cf. Jn 19,39-40). 

I thought it were the women who brought the oils and perfumes 

of friendship and veneration. Of course, they did so; but John 

entrusts  the ampoules of tenderness and love to Nicodemus.    

 

����  ����  ���� 
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INTRODUCTION 

Booklet n. 5, which was meant to reach the 

communities before Christmas, will in reality 

arrive during lent. I explained the reason in 

my letter n. 30, that of end November-

beginning of December 2013. 

I received written or vocal resonance from 

various parts regarding the awesome impact that the first letter of 

Pope Francis has left on your feelings. Thank you, because many of you  

didn’t just read the letter but even elaborated, shared and prayed on it 

… both in the community and in groups: sisters-laity. Thanks!    

And here I am to hand over to you this reflection which I personally 

elaborated during the year of faith … to share with you my ideas, my 

life experience and my dreams; my inner hopes and fears, which you, 

dear sisters and friends also experience, in your daily effort to live and 

to believe.     

Almost three months have passed since the celebration of the 

solemnity of Christ the King and “the closure of the year of faith” 

presided by Pope Francis on St. Peter’s Square  – surrounded by a 

world scenario of participation and emotion – on  Sunday 24
th

  

November 2013.    

“Christ – insisted the Pope in his homily – is the centre of humanity 

and also the centre of the history of every individual. To him we can 

bring the joys and the hopes, the sorrows and troubles which are 

part of our lives. When Jesus is the centre, light shines even amid 

the darkest times of our lies; he gives us hope, as he does to the 

good thief in today’s Gospel ”. 

The year of faith! But who ever cares about it ? Sure, not the mass 

media, “ being so busy in many other things” …  It’s  up  to the 
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believers in Christ to keep the memorial alive, indeed not of a year 

which is now over, but of  a salvation-event celebrated by the ecclesial 

community which goes beyond the boundaries of a determined time 

and embraces all existence.     

The year of faith has been a jubilee year. In reality, it didn’t exhaust as 

such its renewing power. The effects  will be disseminated in time and 

space. Each one of us has experienced something … or perhaps 

nothing. But Jesus is there, waiting for us … his “year” cannot be  

enclosed within 365 days! There is always time for an encounter that 

can change one’s life; there is always time to “go back home”:  as sons 

and daughters of God ! 

------ 

Dear sisters and lay friends, I would like to entitle the following pages : 

“Wandering thoughts of a believer-non believer … journeying towards 

Easter”. They will frame booklet n. 5 – Part one.    

A second part – a sort of booklet 5-part 2 – will hopefully reach the 

communities during the Easter-tide and will focus on - I beg your 

pardon - faith on donkey-back! The figure of the good Samaritan will 

lead our reflection.   

------ 

 

But let’s get back to our topic. It consists of two sessions, with 

repeated ideas, at times even excessively. I beg your pardon. But I am 

not capable to do otherwise.   

� In the first session, there is a sort of a notes’ repertoire,  

collected during the year. As they gradually popped up spontaneously 

from my heart, I used to write them down by hand precisely in my 

small exercise book (quite a tough task in our computer and tablet 

era!) It’s a matter of spontaneous thoughts, collected as I looked 
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enough is travelling on a pony, carrying with him oil and wine: 

the ointments which cure wounds and alleviate pain.     

-------------- 

 

Dearest sisters, dearest friends, the special year of faith is just over. 

It  already seems so far from us. It passed quickly. And so? Is our 

journey of faith going to stop there? Sure, “a re-birth from 

above” isn’t an initiative accomplished by us. Nobody decided to 

be born … let alone to be born again. We were born and that’s 

enough. The same happens in the spiritual life.  Nobody decides 

to “be born afresh”, let alone “from above”. This action belongs 

to God. And do you think that he who created us hasn’t already 

given us a new life? Do you think that  He, who is the Life,  

hasn’t already regenerated us to new life?   

Maybe we weren’t aware, because we had the same experience 

of the “younger” son, who went far away from his father. He 

changed residence and abandoned himself to an unruly and 

dissipated life  

We, too, often squander the spiritual assets, when we engage 

ourselves in “idols” and “gods” of every type. How often do we  

drift away from the Father’s House - House of faith – because we 

are distracted and attracted by illusions, which we mix up with 

horizons or by fireflies which we mix up with lights!   

But He waits for us! Father-Mother. Faith means also this: going 

back home … in his Kingdom, in his infinite and loving space as 

the  year of faith reminded us.    

Let’s prolong the year of faith! … Let’s make it endure until we 

grow, until we become “new” men and women; until we are 

capable to  eradicate our conflictuality and our inner wars.   
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Faith is equivalent to a dazzling light; that’s why it is dark … It’s 

dark due to excessive light and not for lack of light. Try and look 

at the sun at midday: you won’t stand it.   

Your glance sinks in darkness, simply because your eyes cannot 

bear the light’s fullness. This is our faith: encountering Jesus, 

“the rising sun coming from above”,  and remain dazzled by it.    

Thus, like Nicodemus, you discover that a new birth is possible. 

The womb that is giving you birth is that of eternity. You don’t 

hail from time or from dust like old Adam, but from eternity, 

from God, from Above! Therefore, your “abode” is in Him, who 

has begotten you in the “new” waters, coming forth from the 

fountain of his side.   

Faith consists in all this and you received it as a gift across the 

new-man Jesus, whose blood, shed little by little out of love and 

through the action of the Holy Spirit, has been poured into your 

veins, “transmitting” you his divinity and his son-ship; briefly, it 

“Christified” you.     

This is what happened on Easter. We experienced it on our 

Baptism. It  happens daily in the Eucharist  

It is also lived by the newborn humanity, still fragile and under 

certain aspects, still vulnerable: the humanity of the new people 

of God, the Church, body-still-child of Christ!    

A humanity that is present in the constitution of all peoples and 

of all times; regenerated by Jesus’ cross, but still weak because 

it’s still  “in swaddling bands” … exposed to the “bandits” and 

to sin like the man in Luke’s parable, while travelling between 

Jerusalem and Jericho.    

It’s history is the road: crossed by bandits or indifferent 

passersby, but even by the good Samaritan, who, strangely 
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around me:  Where and how is the world, in this epoch of non-faith  or 

perhaps  of deep faith? It depends on one’s viewpoint.          

� In the second session, I will take as prototype the experience of 

Nicodemus, and as - a woman of faith and non-faith -  I am carried 

away by my inner concerns; like Nicodemus who looked for Jesus 

without being afraid to walk in the night.    

With regard to this I am impressed by what Bruno Forte, bishop and 

theologian, often repeats in his writings. Here is the synthesis:    

� Who is the believer? … He is an atheist who strives daily to 

begin to believe. 

� Who is the non-believer? … He is a believer who strives daily 

to begin not to believe.    

--------- 

That’s what I personally feel: both a believer and an unbeliever.  And if 

I go deeper to follow the thought of the bishop-theologian, then I 

understand better that …     

 

� The believer is: 

- the  one who accepts to be captured by the Other, by the Invisible 

and lives every day of his life as if it were the crucial one : the day 

of the encounter;    

- the one whose mind isn’t fully clear fails, but lives in a sort of 

nocturnal thought, full of expectation, pending between the first 

and the last event,  already consoled by the light that came in the 

darkness and who however endeavours dawn;  

- the one who accepts light from the humble thought, namely from 

Christ hanging on the cross, who is and remains the point of 

reference to sustain his effort to conserve faith
1
.  

                                                             

1 Forte B., “The essence of Christianity”, Ed. Mondadori 
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� The non-believer is the one : 

- who renders life a routine, boring, monotonous  …  a “déjà-vu”; 

- who lives “locked” in the same feelings, in the same lifestyle, in the 

same emotions, in the same needs, which are always his personal 

needs  and never those of the others.   

- who lives the terminus’ syndrome  and says to himself: here I am, 

in my destination! And  he withdraws within his monotony.    

----------- 

 

Dear friends, dear sisters, we know properly that faith is far from being 

a bus-stop. It’s like when we look for the sun in spite of our blindness,   

even during the days and the years when only clouds are visible in the 

horizon. Yet, we know that He is there, beyond our blindness and 

beyond the clouds.    

 

Sr Nunzia De Gori – soc 

 

 

�  �  � 
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and crosses. The “crucifixions”, especially of the innocent, are 

repeated and even multiplied every time a man or a woman, a 

people or a nation undergo injustice and sorrow.   In these days 

we are personally aware of this. See the tragedy of Central 

Africa, Syria or South Sudan not to mention many others.   

On one side, it’s the inevitable toil of the emerging new man; on 

the other, it’s the rebellion of the old man who finds it hard to 

die. “We know – St. Paul reminds us – that our former self was 

crucified with him, so that the self which belonged to sin should be 

destroyed and we should be freed from the slavery of sin”(Rm 6,6). 

 “Conflictuality” which for thousands of years – as we usually say 

– patronised the history of humanity, “now” - in the hour of 

Golgotha - has been definitively eradicated. Evil tries hard to 

resist. Its tentacles are still damaging … but the horizon lies 

there. Clear and victorious!   

Our faith stands here. Hope is nourished here. Charity draws 

from here.    

St. Paul describes this toil perfectly well when he writes to the 

Christians of Rome: “We are well aware that the whole creation, until 

this time, has been groaning in labour pain. And not only that: we too, 

who have the first fruits of the Spirit, even we are groaning inside 

ourselves, waiting with eagerness of  our bodies to be set free. In hope 

we already have salvation” (Rm 8,22-24a).  

 

The  «darkness » of faith is «light» for the world. 

Dearest sisters, dearest friends! In front of such an immense 

mystery, how can our faith fail to be wonderful and marvellous?    
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For this reason, our faith needs a leap of quality: in whom do I 

believe? Therefore, in whom do I put my hope?   

True, very often we profess: “I believe in Jesus, son of God. I believe 

in the Holy Spirit. I believe in the Church. I believe in eternal life. I 

believe in Mary … I believe in the Saints … etc”. But what’s there 

“within my belief”?    

I am sure! There is above all, a big “contemplative experience” of 

the mystery of the cross, where the cross is spiritually perceived 

as a cradle, or to put it better, a “delivery room”.    

The Fathers of the Church grasped this properly, not with the 

physical eyes, of course, but with the “heart’s eyes”, which are 

always “mystical eyes”, i.e. inner, penetrating and affectionate. 

“We can see properly only with the heart; the essential is invisible to 

the eyes”, would say  Saint-Exupery. 

It’s not by chance that the history of Christian iconography has 

always flanked the manger to the tomb; the cradle to the cross.  

One enlightens the other; one contains the other.     

 

The universe: a delivery room ! 

Jesus’ cross, being elevated on the world and deeply rooted in 

history, helps us  understand that history is no longer as 

formerly since that Friday onwards. In the 

shadow of Christ’s cross, the universe entered   

the “the labour pains”  (Cf. Rm 8,22).  

Sure, every delivery is a laceration and every 

childbirth means the incision of an umbilical cord. These 

mysterious “incisions”, of death and life, of the end and re-birth, 

are being consumed in the universe. The world resembles a 

womb, in full labour. Our history is made of suffering, distress 
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PART  ONE  

Wandering thoughts … journeying towards Easter! 

 

Dear sisters … dear friends! 

 

1. Try and go round and ask somebody at random:  “How is the 

world today? Better or worse than before?”  You will soon hear 

the following answer “Worse!” And 

if you ask why, there is always “a 

doctor of the law”, ready with an 

answer : «Observe the climate … If 

you are in Africa during the wet 

season, you find out that it doesn’t 

rain at all or it rains too heavily. If 

you are in the Americas or in Asia, the tornado that you 

watched on television, is now occuring near you … with 

disastrous results! If you are in Europe, then the seasons are 

mixed up:  it’s cold in autumn and hot in winter; it snows in 

June and in spring the weather is dry. Briefly, nature no 

longer speaks the language of the past. Wherever you are, 

you find the contrary: wounded and rebellious ».  

Then we continue to analyse, to blame others and make     

forecasts which are very often catastrophic and 

overwhelming.    

2. And “the doctor”, almost to justify his pessimistic answer 

presses on:  «Observe the relationships between human beings …    
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If you turn to the West, you would spontaneously say 

that we precipitating into a “planetary chaos” of 

isolated human beings, resembling “unsociable 

hermits” or still worse, “single-seater cars”: men and 

women who have lost the pleasure of the encounter 

and relationship, ending up as “frustrated and 

quarrelsome singles”2 . 

If you turn to the east, you notice that in the Continent 

of the millennial philosophies, where people know 

how to live and die, in the land which handed over to 

the world the three big monotheistic religions, a 

peaceful  coexistence among the peoples - with different 

cultures and religions, but equally ancient in origin and 

civilization – remains an “inconceivable dream”!  …  

Then, if you throw your glance on many Southern countries 

of the world, then you grow more confused and sad 

while your heart asks you strongly: “But how is it 

possible that in our era marked by rights and victories, 

that child continues to die of malaria and dysentery? 

Why does that woman has no access to education, 

drinking water and a dignified work? Why does the 

guerrilla destroy the village life?  Why does a young 

Greek or a Sicilian have no access to work ?” … Why? 

Why? … A crowd of “why” presses on the world’s 

conscience. 

 

History of the world … “a conflictual ” history ? 

                                                             

2 Guzzi M. :  “Learning to love: man’s destiny”, in  www.marcoguzzi.it 
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Dear sisters, dear friends! So many crosses in the history of the 

world have been elevated from the ground. It occurred in the 

past, it still happens today  and will happen even tomorrow, in 

the so-called “penultimate” time, that runs between Easter and the 

end of the times. Ours!    

Since the doors of Eden had been closed to humanity – as we 

know – the cross has become a daily event, it’s the same shadow 

of humanity. Sorrow accompanies man’s existence. One could 

say: it is the historical sign of an “anthropological conflictuality”,  

with its roots immersed in sin and selfishness.   

On Golgotha, Jesus’ cross has given voice to an infinite multitude 

of crosses and crucifixes … Not only! But due to the mystery 

enclosed in it, this cross, which is at once so anonymous and so 

marginal compared with the world’s geography, has become – 

excuse my play on words – a cross to the cross; and the Crucifix has 

crucified death. St. Paul enlightens us on this truth: “death is 

swallowed up in victory … Death, where is your victory? Death where 

is your sting?” (1Co 15,54b-55). 

What happened therefore on the “altitudes” of Golgotha? What 

has been consumed on the peak of Christ’s cross?  

We know and we have reiterated several times and we never tire 

to repeat it: on Golgotha’s altitudes a new birth occurred; on the 

cross, an offspring has been consumed; the new man is born! The 

physical eyes witnessed a man dying;  those of faith saw and will 

see the birth of a new humanity. From the perspective of faith, 

that “strong cry” of the dying crucified, as the evangelist Mark 

observed  (cf. Mk 15,34.37),  sign of  a consuming laceration, was   

the announcement of a  “newborn”. We are the result of his 

sufferings.      
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revealed to us the true dwelling of the Son of God, which is ours 

as we belong to him: “And when I am lifted up from the earth, I shall 

draw all people to myself ” (Jn 12,32). Let’s look at this  “altitude”! 

let’s raise our eyes towards this cross, “salus mundi”. We will 

discover that it’s truly up there that the first birth occurred, that 

the new man was born. Blessed are we, if our eyes of faith help 

up to grasp this immense truth!    

Lord, we adore your cross 

I would like to recall that in the tradition of our Institute, in our 

spiritual heritage we find a small devotion, to which no sister of 

charity must renounce. I also hope that every lay person, 

«friends of Jeanne-Antide», adopt it as a “family devotion”.     

It’s the daily adoration of the cross! 

• Lord, we adore your cross … and we praise and 

glorify your holy resurrection, because only 

through the cross, joy came into the whole world.    

• May the Lord God grant us his grace and bless us … 

May he reveal his face and be compassionate 

towards us.   

• Christ we adore you and we bless you … because you 

redeemed the world with your cross.   

• Saviour of the world, save us … You, who redeemed us with 

your cross and with your blood, we implore you to come to 

our aid.   

• Christ became obedient for us, till death and even death of the 

cross …  thus God exalted him and gave him the name which is 

above every other name.     

• Thanks be to God! 

------------- 
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3. Dearest sisters, dearest friends, our imaginary “doctor  of the 

law”, is abundantly right when he points out that all human 

history, since the beginning up to our days – about  250 

thousand years, of which during the last five thousand years 

continuously – is a “conflictual” history. A history enhanced 

by conflicts between peoples, empires, tribes, social classes, 

ideologies, religions, etc. And when there are no real 

conflicts, we create them in our imagination : spatial wars, 

invasion of aliens, millennial prophecies regarding the end 

of the world, etc.    

 

4. “Conflictual” history ...  founded on selfishness, on  contrast 

and on mutual prevalence, but also on tensions and 

injustice: man towards nature, nature towards man and 

among men themselves. In line with other modern 

distinguished thinkers, Marco Guzzi would say that 

“planetary history, with  which we are familiar, has been so far 

eminently guided by the conflictual figure of our humanity”.   

In the global overview of the centuries and geography, the 

learned and the saints who exemplified and witnessed “the 

relational truth of the human being and his inclination to donate” 

… have been proportionally few. It means that, in the course 

of time and space, a humanity of dialogue and encounter, 

proved to be very limited and restrained. The reason is 

because war has almost always prevailed on relationships, 

selfishness on devotedness, dominion on pardon.    

Briefly, if we had to weigh these two figures of “conflictual 

humanity” and that of “humanity in dialogue”, the scales 

would surely lean towards the conflictual side.     
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Our hearts: small arsenals? 

5. Dear sisters, dear friends, which personal proofs can rebut this 

undeniable truth, presented to us by our imaginary “doctor of 

the law”? Aren’t we also a tiny reproduction of the history to 

which we belong? Aren’t our hearts small “arsenals”, ready 

to explode at the first lack of gentleness, at the first injustice 

which we believe to endure, at the first conflict declared on 

us by the others – in our opinion?  Aren’t we personally the 

visage of the world which engendered us?     

Therefore, isn’t our doctor of the law right? … Or perhaps, 

not:  did he miss something?  

 

Two thousand years ago: a point of no return 

6. If we think it over, he isn’t right! Or not perfectly … 

He doesn’t know that in man’s ultra-millennial 

history, there is a point of no return, where humanity 

itself assumed a decisive change :  on the day when a 

“new figure” – a person in flesh and blood like us – 

appeared on the world panorama, without fuss, 

without resounding announcements but silent and 

hidden, similar to the smallest seed created by mother-

nature: “that Child” in the manger of Bethlehem. He was 

announced only by the angels and adored only by the 

shepherds. The Magi will come later … much later ! 

 

7. What happened two thousand years ago? … To put it in the 

language cherished by modern spirituality, twenty centuries 
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«How can this occur?». He isn’t blocked by his doubt, but his 

question  opens him up … and waits.        

We know how he ends up. We will find Nicodemus with Joseph 

of Arimathaea in the burial garden, which will be the same 

garden of the resurrection, of the recommencement and of the 

new-man.    

------------- 

 

Dear sisters and friends, faith isn’t therefore a goal to reach, nor the 

result of an effort to achieve, let alone a sort of vow binding both 

mind and will; or still worse, faith isn’t’ an amalgam of obliging 

precepts to punish or reward you according to your merits.  No! 

As we have already hinted, faith is the Person of Jesus, whom 

the Father lovingly gave to the world; it is the small-door leading 

us into God’s heart. It is his “gift” coming from Above.  “For this 

is how God loved the world: he “«gave» yes, John writes precisely 

“gave” -  his only Son , so that everyone who believes in him may not 

perish but may have eternal life.” (Jn 3,16).  

 

 

Be born afresh from above, that is from the Cross !  

Passing through Nicodemus’ nights, Jesus is 

telling my nights and my  heart, often nomadic in 

the desert of my existence: “Do not fear your inner 

darkness, your deserts. From the height of my dwelling 

place, from the top of the cross and from my side, I poured out life for 

you. I brought you to the light. Don’t forget: you were born in Eden, 

you are born afresh on Golgotha!”     

Yes,  dear sisters and friends … we are truly born again on 

Golgotha, where Jesus’ cross, “elevated” from the ground, 
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change and become like little children you will never enter the Kingdom 

of Heaven” (cf. Mt 18,3; 19,14).  

It might seem a paradox, but it isn’t. On one hand, Jesus tells his 

nocturnal interlocutor, that it’s necessary to be born from Above; 

that life comes from God; He and only He can open the door of 

his Kingdom. On the other hand  he hints that  it’s impossible to 

enter this kingdom without starting afresh from below, from 

nothingness, from the cell of a new life, briefly, from a new birth.   

The “old” man is not a citizen of this new space, in this Kingdom 

where God is the king. God’s space! Therefore, a space for God’s 

children! The small, the unimportant, the humble.   

-------------- 

 

Our inner Nicodemus!  

Dear sisters, dear friends, we are Nicodemus! Our efforts and our 

doubts, I would say, even our sins constitute the “oldness”, 

abiding in us.    

Nicodemus is fully aware of his “oldness”; therefore of his limits 

and perhaps of his sin. That’s why he keeps asking Jesus how 

can his old heart produce new life. Before  being a question, that 

of Nicodemus was a confession: within me abides “the old man”, 

who precisely, due to his old age, cannot be a “newborn”.     

I recall Jeanne Antide when she also prays with the same  

distress experienced by Nicodemus: “Lord I am only weakness! Sin 

and ignorance … I can  do nothing without you”24. But then she 

adds: “I can do everything with you”. Somehow like Nicodemus: 

                                                             

24 Cfr. G.A., “Preghiera del 1821”, in “LD”: p 144 
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ago, with the incarnation of the Son of God, “the relational 

self, little by little, seeped into the conflictual self, consuming and 

transfiguring all his inner features”3.   

Thus, in Jesus “the new man”, or the relational man was born; 

while the “old man” as Saint Paul calls him has been 

definitively defeated. Modern culture defines him as the 

“conflictual man”.    

The Son of God, who became flesh in the womb of Mary and 

pitched his tent among mankind, debilitated evil with his 

human history of birth, growth, life, death and resurrection. 

“The Son of God has come – reminds us John – to undo  the  

work of the devil”(1Jn 3,8). In the first place, from his cross and 

from his side flowed drops, which then became streams and 

finally whole rivers of “water and blood” which sprinkled 

earth up to its most ancient roots.   

 

8. Drops of eternity, divine cells were introduced into the DNA 

of history. From that “Friday” on Golgotha, it’s no longer as 

it was before. It cannot be seen, touched or felt, but a “new 

humanity” is developing in the world. It takes time to 

germinate, and its laws resemble the seed that grows slowly 

in the dark, in the dung, between the falling of snow and 

rain, and between chill weather and springtime. That’s 

history, like the  ground of the parable: it consists of thorns, 

road, stones and it is good land. Storms, calm, wars, 

victories, progress, terror, peace : they succeed one another 

in time and space. And the seed of eternity has been sown 

                                                             

3 M. Guzzi, “The new power of the new man”,  in www.marcoguzzi.it  
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precisely “within” this history. Whether humanity watches 

or sleeps, the divine seed sprouts and grows (cf. Mk 4,27) . 

 

9. It grows especially in man’s heart, and notwithstanding its 

conflictual features, it is by nature, “good land”,  or rather 

“very good”.  (cf. Gen 1,31). Let’s not forget that man was born 

in Eden, moulded by God’s hands and sprinkled with the 

vital breath of his Spirit (cf. Gn 2,7-8). Only sin, the 

“conflictual darnel”, sent him away. But sin didn’t destroy 

God’s work: it became only obscured and weakened. The 

cross of Christ restored “that seed”. And 

now in the midst of tempests and turmoil, 

wind and calm, it keeps growing  within 

earth’s bosom, in man’s heart and 

produces sometimes 30%, or 60% or even 100% fruit.    

 

10. Thus, the spiritual lymph of a “new humanity” entered in 

the human anthropology: and it’s the lymph of love that 

creates relationships, dedication, dialogue and 

communication. St. Paul would say: it’s the lymph of the 

Spirit to yield “joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, 

trustfulness, gentleness and self-control” (Gal 5,22).  

Sure, there is still much to be done - but what are two thousand 

years compared with the many million year old universe? - but 

the seed of eternity is henceforth in the bosom of history and 

humanity. It will grow into “a small plant”and then into a 

29 

Faith isn’t an achievement but a discovery. It’s doesn’t depend 

on your effort but on the depth of your defenceless, loving and 

simple heart … “childlike heart”.   

Faith is the Plenitude who becomes nothing; the infinite who   

becomes limited; God who became flesh.  Therefore, before being 

an amalgam of truths, faith is a Person. It’s God himself who, on 

becoming Humanity in Jesus, renders all those born in Eden, 

capable of a new birth in their dignity of “children of God”.    

Therefore, faith isn’t a certificate issued on your baptism day 

hence permitting you to say : I am a Christian, I have faith, I 

believe … Faith is an encounter between God’s Plenitude, 

revealed in Jesus-Crucified-Risen, and the limited reality of man-

humanity, enclosed in each one of us. It is the encounter between 

the new-man, who is in Jesus-Son of God, and the old-man who 

abides in you.    

So, dear sisters and friends, in reality, the encounter between Jesus 

and Nicodemus retraces the encounter of your past or future 

encounter between Jesus and yourself.   

So, dear Sr. Nunzia, if you want “to see ” the Kingdom of God 

and have access to it, if you want to experience 

it and receive a residence certificate, you must 

be born again. In other words, you must become 

small if you want to pass through Jesus who is 

the door leading up to this kingdom (cf.  Jn 

10,7.9).  

It’s not a big, but a mini “door”, because He became small, 

unimportant, poor: “a manger child”!  Only the “newborn” can 

pass through this door, because they alone manage to go into  

God’s perimeter, his space and his dwelling place.  In another 

context, Jesus likewise states and  warns us saying : “unless you 
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meaning of the entire dialogue: “No one can see the kingdom of God, 

without being born from above”.   

Nicodemus doesn’t understand immediately the Master’s words 

and thinks about an unlikely and even absurd “biological 

operation”: How can anyone who is already old be born”?... By 

nature, it’s impossible!    

Even Mary found herself in front of the humanly-impossible: 

“but how can I bear a son, since I have no knowledge of man?”. An 

existential and logical doubt.     

In the same manner: how can Sarah, Anne, Elisabeth conceive in 

their old age and even sterile to cap it all ? How can the people of 

Israel, slave in Egypt become totally and forever a free people 

when slavery was a strongly anthropological condition? How 

can the dry bones prophesised by Ezekiel take life again (cf. Ezk 

37)? 

The entire history of God’s people goes through the same 

dynamic. Nicodemus’ reaction, like that of Mary and many other 

figures in the history of Israel always prelude that big 

announcement : “nothing is impossible for God”. Faith 

accomplishes what is humanly-impossible.      

Hence, Nicodemus’ doubt paves the way to Jesus’ big 

announcement : “One must be born from above to see the Kingdom of 

God ”.  

 

Re-birth  … God’s “gift”  

So only through faith you can enter «God’s space», in his 

Kingdom, namely in his fullness of life. Faith is not the result of 

your effort but the gift given to you from Above, from God. Faith 

is the «gift», that comes  to you from the greatness of his grace. 

13 

tree with flowers and fruit. “Christ is henceforth part and parcel 

of this reality”, as Bonhoeffer 4 puts it.  

 

Seek the new man! 

11. However, the doctor of the law, wanting to put us to the test, 

could easily and victoriously object to our argument: “But 

where are you seeing this new man ?…  

Perhaps in the 20th century scientist, who elaborated the atomic 

and chemical armament?    

Perhaps in that evil genius who accomplished the holocausts, 

the ethnic genocides and the world wars?   

Do you see him in that 20% of selfish humanity, who presently 

grabs 83% of the world’s assets, while the remaining men 

and women hardly have the right to survive?   

Do you see him in that individual who is excessively powerful as 

far as  money, armaments and mass-media are concerned?  

Did you, by chance, glimpse him in the millennia of persisting 

slavery, of colonization  and exploitation?     

Where is the new man? … Aren’t you aware that in the last 

two thousand years of humanity’s history, namely, in this 

post-Bethlehem, post-Nazareth, post-Golgotha, post-

Pentecost …. briefly, in this “post-time”, “the genius of 

violence has fled the bottle and no existing power is capable to  put 

him in again?”5.  

                                                             

4 Quote taken from : Guzzi M, “New humanity”, Rome, Paoline 2005, p. 80 
5 Alex Zanotelli, “Without return” (Unpublished report) 
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Aren’t you aware that the last 20 century-long history 

coinciding with the Christian era, has been the most violent 

throughout the history of humanity.   

 

12. Dearest sisters, dearest friends, is this the reality? What do the 

man and woman of faith within us answer?   

I don’t believe that our faith has nothing to reveal, to defend 

and to promote. Faith needs only to be lived and witnessed. 

When Paul left the Areopagus disappointed, 

because he was overwhelmed by the 

intellectuals of Athens (“We would like to hear you 

talk about this another time”- Ac 17, 32) … in that 

very moment he became suddenly aware that 

only the cross of Christ would have been “the 

proper issue” the most suitable and the only one 

possible to relate the new humanity that emerged in Easter.   

In Athens, Paul sought to “discuss” Jesus’ resurrection, 

namely, to “prove” it with the power of words, putting 

himself on the same level with those doctors and 

philosophers: “In fact, the unknown God you revere is the one I 

proclaim to you” (Ac 17, 23b).  

In Corinth, instead, where he arrives immediately after, he 

will avoid to present himself as the “philosopher” of the 

resurrection, but as the “witness” of the Crucified-Risen, or 

the convert, the believer:     

“Now when I came to you, brothers, I did not come with any 

brilliance of oratory or wise argument to announce to you the 

mystery of God. I was resolved that the only knowledge I would 

27 

the spirit. The dawn of her “religious family”, after the night of her 

search and efforts.   

History repeats itself, when, in your life’s midnight, you abandon 

yourself totally to His Will and from then onwards, you will always 

trust Him:   “It is at the feet of Christ Crucified that I draw all my 

strength 
20

 … In You alone, my Lord and God, I put all my trust and 

hope for time and eternity
21

 … If Jesus deigns to be with me, I 

should fear nothing 
22

… They can go all over  the earth, and on the 

sea as well. When God calls and is heard,  He gives all that is 

needed 
23

”.  

Rather like Nicodemus, who having encountered the Lord in the 

night of the important dialogue, he will never leave him. He will 

follow him even into the Sanhedrin where he defends him in front 

of his colleagues-teachers of the law, who unlike him were 

convinced that “prophets do not rise in Galilee” (cf. Jn 7,50-52). And 

later he will accompany him  even into the tomb (cf. Jn 19,42). 

------------ 
 

“Being born from above” 

But let’s get back to Nicodemus and his dialogue with Jesus, who 

remains, I think, the point of reference of every 

spiritual experience … of every faith itinerary.   

The dialogue is rich and deep. Precisely, the night 

dialogue! We will go through it entirely, but we 

will simply dwell on that passage, which similar to the nucleus 

within the atom or the seed within the soil, encloses within it the 

                                                             

20 Let. to Sr. Genevieve, 21st Jan. 1823; in “LD”: p. 388 
21 cf. Let. to Sr. Basil, 22nd May 1824; in “LD”: p. 394 
22 J.A., Let. to Sr. Martha, May 1825; in “LD”: p. 398 
23 cf., Let. to Mgr Lecoz, 28th February  1813; in “LD”: p.304 
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The same thing goes for the young woman of the Song of Songs, for 

Nicodemus and for Jeanne-Antide. It’s the plenitude of light which 

is found only in the “night” of the heart and of history; John of the 

Cross would say : it’s the “Todo-everything” which is revealed in 

“Nada-nothingness”.   

Jeanne-Antide is in the noontime of her life. Having  expressed 

Himself in  Einsiedeln, in Mary’s house, the “Lady of the Hermits”
16

,  

God  waits for her in Landeron : “We are going back to France – will 

tell her respectfully  a Mgr !
17

 You also must come back. There you 

will select young women and form them as you have been formed, 

and you will establish yourselves for the instruction of the young 

and the care of the sick poor in their homes"
18

.  Summer 1797.  

Two years later, the Foundation’s adventure will start .  Monsieur 

Vincent will always remain her “model and father in faith”, not 

only, as she herself will have the occasion to say one day, he will 

always be “the instructor, the founder, the patron the protector and 

the model”
19

 of her emerging Institute, but in reality, it’s now her 

concern to begin to lead and develop a new spiritual experience to 

share with other “daughters”.   

Jeanne-Antide, “together” with her daughters – trusting in God 

Alone - will dedicate themselves for the spiritual and temporal 

service of the poor, giving life to a religious family of a “new 

generation”, a totally new experience, namely, open to the 

universal dimensions of the Church … This is the fruit of the night of 

                                                             

16 In the sanctuary of  “of Our Lady of the Hermits”, a confessor: «My daughter, 

this is God’s will : he wants you in France … The children abandoned to 

ignorance are awaiting you: Go, like a good daughter of St. incent de Paul to 

evangelize the poor.» (MSR 67) 
17 It’s Mgr De Chaffoy, the Vicar general  of the Diocese of Besançon, who was 

also exiled with other priests in Switzerland, due to the Revolution. 
18 MSR 70 
19 Cf. Let. to Mgr  De Fulgure, NA 10th July 1815; in “LD” 
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have while I was with you was knowledge of Jesus, 

and of him as the crucified Christ” (1Co 2,1-2). 

 

Faith is a matter of heart … and experience 

13.  Faith doesn’t need reasoning but witnessing. Modern man – 

said Pope Paul VI – listens more willingly to witnesses than to 

teachers; and if he does listen to teachers, it is because they 

are witnesses6. Thus, still before being a certitude,  

Christianity, means faith and faith consists in an experience. 

Faith is not founded on an idea, a principle or a truth but on 

a person: Christ! So, my sisters and friends, to those who 

rather sceptically ask us how things are getting on in the 

world today, let’s not fear – Peter would say – to give the 

reason of the hope that abides in us (cf. 1P 3,15).  

More than our words, may life speak for us! Modern man 

doesn’t expect us to be teachers or doctors of the law, but 

convinced witnesses. New men and women: “something 

which we have seen, touched, heard … this is our theme” (cf. 1Jn 

1,1ss). Pope Francis would say that only if “we let the Word of 

God move us deeply and allow it to become incarnate in our 

concrete living”7, our words can bear fruit.  

 

14. On Easter, Jesus conquered death definitively. The tomb 

remained empty and the lymph of life began to flow into the 

world’s veins. It’s not a philosophy but a life experience.   

                                                             

6 Cf. Paolo VI, “Evangelii Nuntiandi”, 41; cf. also:  “Address  to the Members of the 

Consilium de Laicis”, 2nd October 1974 
7 Cf. “Evangelii gaudium”, 150 
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Sure, in that morning of the first day of the week, only the 

dawn of the eternal day appeared. The “day” is not yet 

accomplished. The new humanity is on way: it’s being 

formed; slight signs of life are about to 

emerge and it is experiencing the first hours 

of the “new days”. It’s invisible to the naked 

eye; even the ear fails to grasp it. Only if we 

put on “the lenses of faith” permanently  and tune our ear to 

the Word of God and History, we manage to identify it both 

within  and around us. “Mystical eyes”, trained to discern the 

signs of the times are necessary …. to read the “inner” 

message of the events. Contemplative eyes are the mirror of 

a spiritual heart.    

----------- 

 

15. Therefore, how is the world after Easter? Worse or better than 

before? …  

If, for example I consider that in the past, slavery was a 

universally accepted and pursued routine and that now it is   

banned by almost all the world’s legislations …       

If I consider that the individual’s dignity and freedom are 

acquired assets, at least as principles …      

If I consider that values such as democracy, and non-values such 

as dictatorship are acknowledged like that in many places of 

the world …    

If I consider that, at least in certain societies, the minorities have 

somehow a voice and the woman enjoys some extra rights 

compared with the past centuries …  

25 

incertitude of an utterly dark future  without a dawn’s prospect. 

Religious, but where? How? … We know the rest of her story.    

In reality, the short gleam of the Christian Retreat, following Father 

Receveur and his caravan along the numerous European roads, will 

plunge her in an even more uncertain night: “Lord I do not know 

where I am going or what You want of me!”
13

.  After her almost 

two year stay with the Solitaries, in that “association” made up of 

wagons and marching, where she couldn’t experience that “God’s 

service and his love are inseparable from the service of love 

towards the neighbour!”
14

,  she leaves everything,  nullifies her 

past without having any clear ideas about her future. “She travels 

without following any direction” which isn’t only from the physical 

point of view. It is indeed the night of her soul.    

But it’s precisely when darkness grows even darker that  He arrives. 

The Lord lights the candle of your faith and makes you aware not 

only of what surrounds you but even of what lies within you.  It’s 

the true night of the encounter: the one that changes your life. It’s 

the night when you truly encounter the Lord. The same with 

Jeanne-Antide: «Courage, my daughter! Be faithful to me always, 

and I will not abandon you. Forward! I will bring you to a 

knowledge of what I want you to do. I want to use you to do great 

things.»
15

. 

Faith is nourished with this kind of nights, where the boundary line 

between darkness and light is utterly thin, almost imperceptible. 

Some theologians would define it “the semi-dark path” where you 

see  “only reflections  in a mirror, mere riddles” (1Co 13,12a); but He 

is there: in your search, in your journey, in your darkness. 

                                                             

13 MSR 66 
14 MSR 60 
15 MSR 66 
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Having  to write her first Rule, during the year 1802, she will leave 

every concern she had in  Besançon, to go temporarily to  Dôle, in a 

guest-house where she will work “ night and day”, all alone in a 

room to remember all that she lived  and saw  during her stay  with 

the daughters of  charity .…  

And many years later, in Naples, being a citizen of Besançon, 

famous for its clocks, she will not find one single clock to indicate 

her  day and night time  … 

Sure, this “hyperbolic” form of using the image of day and night  

tickles our fancy. Jeanne-Antide uses it when she wants to give 

importance to a personal action, event or feeling.   

But I would like to allude to another kind of “nights” utterly present 

both in her life and in her conscience,  which somehow evokes   

Nicodemus’ type of night.    

The “nights” of Jeanne-Antide 

So, in Jeanne-Antide’s  life and behaviour, the nights aren’t only a 

temporal reference … They are also experience of life, of fragility 

and of fear. Hence, her experiences are enlightened by God, 

redeemed and healed by Him.     

I consider in particular the entire itinerary of her «religious 

vocation».  Her nights recur over and over again. For example, how 

long has been “the night” of her research: behind the  cloister 

grating or along the path of service?
12

  “Lord what do you want me 

to do?” … The “Vincentian” experience among the daughters of 

Charity of Paris which apparently  terminated  the night of her 

research,  since it proved to be an enlightened experience of self-

giving and service,  is soon interrupted by another type of night: 

France is plunged into a bloody revolution and she thus finds 

herself on her country’s unsafe roads and especially within the 

                                                             

12 MSR 21 
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European lay friends, if then I look around, I notice for example, 

that for more than 60 years, Europe  has been war-free;  

contrary to your grandparents or great grandparents, you 

were not called to combat any world war … 

Briefly, humanity or part of it, is slightly improving. Small 

but concrete steps are being made; all flowing from the idea 

of “person” who was introduced as a value in the history of 

the world by Christianity.   

It takes time for the seed to become a tree. The seed of life is 

still in its “decaying” phase; but the new Eden is already 

among us, because the Kingdom of God is in our midst. Jesus 

is “the last Adam” (cf. 1Co 15,45), or humanity in its 

“fulfilment.”    

 

16. Sure, the repercussions of the old man do not fall short. The 

Apocalypse warns us about it. The 

desert, with its conflictual and selfish 

temptations is always in ambush. But 

“the new man” has already emerged and 

Jesus conquered the desert.    

History’s bosom has already been fertilised and adequately 

sprinkled with the blood-water flowing from Christ’s side. A 

fully “mature” humanity, has been accomplished in Him 

and our destiny is “the state of the perfect man, fully mature 

with the fullness of Christ himself ” (cf. Ep 4,13). For a better 

understanding and assimilation of all this, it would be 

interesting to read the letter to the Ephesians. Paul’s 

masterpiece!   
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17. Thus, a new humanity, that appeared on Easter, is certainly 

underway … heading to its accomplishment, namely, to 

perfect relationships.   As from Easter, man  henceforth has a 

horizon, a goal, an “eskaton”. His history isn’t “the 

perennial return” as in the case of the pagan cultures; it’s not 

a boring collection of “dejà-vu”. It’s a 

journey, a development, a going 

beyond   … Sure, growth does not 

occur automatically. There is a time 

for everything, according to the  wise 

Qoheleth. It’s not a matter of going backwards and 

forwards; but it’s always a state of progress. Humanity, 

redeemed through the Pascal Event, is  henceforth led into a 

path of no return, towards a perfect horizon.     

 

18. It’s absolutely like that. But we know well, that for every 

man and woman, this fullness is “in itinere”. Therefore, the 

more time forges ahead and we approach the eskaton, the 

harder the struggle becomes. The more, the new humanity  

is established and grows within us, the more biting the 

struggle grows. “Keep sober and alert – warns us Peter - 

because your enemy the devil, is on the prowl like a roaming lion, 

looking for someone to devour. Stand up to him, strong in faith” 

(1Pt 5,8-9a). The believer knows that the “last times”, namely, 

those experienced by humanity since Easter, are times of 

trial, tough struggle, resistance and achievement. They are 

“Apocalyptic” times …   

23 

We must not fear when we have in our hearts “nocturnal 

spaces”, “loads of darkness”. Blessed is the heart that crosses the 

night! Our “dark areas” are the adequate 

ground where God’s light can  shine. It’s 

up to us to perceive that his salvation and 

our inner healing are God’s unmerited gift.     

Thus, we must not be scared of our nights. 

Within the walls of our inner house – our 

heart -  no corner is deprived of the 

“world’s light”: Jesus!   

 

---------- 

A curiosity 

Who knows why, as I reflect on the two words night-day, light-

darkness, Jeanne-Antide dawns into my mind.     

Already, only in her way of talking, recurs often the temporal 

reference  “to the night and the day”. Only some examples:   

At the time of her experience with the Solitaries of Father 

Receveur, in the caravan, on the unsafe roads of many European 

countries, when necessary, she was capable to watch “night and 

day” near a sick person’s bed …     

At the time of the revolution, there were moments when she had 

to walk without stopping, “day and night”, to reach a priest or a 

sick person hidden in the forests or in isolated farmhouses.  

In the first years of the foundation in Besançon, to those who 

wondered about the “competence” of her young sisters, she 

answered that she taught them “day and night”
11

 …  

                                                             

11 MSR 85 
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from the mute and distant moon but from the watchmen who go 

on their rounds in the city. And as they suddenly and 

unexpectedly appear from behind the corner, they are precisely 

the ones to show her the way.      

Dear sister, who is reading my text … like me, you too know well 

that faith is a journey in the night. But it’s never a journey in 

solitude. There is always someone on the road, who, perhaps 

without his or your understanding, helps you to seek the 

meaning of your existence, the “reason why you offered  your 

life”. Never say : I am alone! How often does it  happen to find 

help precisely from the person you never dreamt! Just like the 

watchmen, on the road of the enthralled bride (cf. Sg 3,1ff). 
 

Nicodemus, the nocturnal !  

St. John must be been highly impressed by the fact that 

Nicodemus goes to Jesus during the night,  if at the end of his 

Gospel, in order to assign him as the one who, like Joseph of 

Arimathaea, goes to Pilate to ask for the master’s body, he 

indicates him precisely as “that of the night”(cf. Jn 19, 39). 

Nicodemus, the nocturnal! 

But why precisely during the night? Simply because the light is 

brighter during the night. Light a candle in full daylight; but 

who notices it? Light in the night: oh how bright! This occurs 

within us. Faith is God’s light which enlightens our darkness.    

«I have come into the world as light, to prevent anyone 

who believes in me from staying the dark » (Jn 12, 46).  

But if we aren’t aware of this “darkness” and of these nights, we 

won’t even grasp God’s interventions. Thank you Lord when you 

render us aware of our nights. Through them we manage to focus 

on you, “true light of the world ” (Jn 8,12).  

19 

How long will it still last ? One day? One year? One million 

years? … Who knows! But we know that they are also times 

of an extraordinary outpouring of the Spirit (cf. Ac 2,17). 

Pentecost has already occurred and on Easter, Christ’s 

humanity already changed us in new creatures. “Let’s open 

up ourselves with faith to his healing, enlightening and 

recommencing power”8.  

 

19. Thus, the more we grow in our relationships, in harmony, in 

peace, in our self-giving, in love, in mutual acceptance, in 

forgiveness, in disinterested service … the more we bring 

our own inlay for the building of this new humanity in 

Jesus.  If we slow down, we obscure the novelty. It’s all a 

matter of “risking”.   

At this point our faith becomes meaningful; in this 

conviction, which is not simply an idea entrusted to the 

brain, but a gift  sown in our heart by the Spirit of the Risen 

Christ.  I repeat, simply because Christ is henceforth part 

and parcel of these facts! And the Church, his visible body 

proofs it. The power of evil continues to overthrow her, even 

the tempests are multiplied and the catastrophes become 

stronger, but the house is built on the rock. The house is the 

new humanity, born in Easter; and the rock is Christ who 

died and is risen. The believing-humanity experiences this 

reality.    

�  �  � 

                                                             

8 Marco Guzzi, “Contemporary spirituality and Christian existence”, in 

www.marcoguzzi.it  
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PART  TWO 

 

Dearest sisters, dearest friends! 

But, what is faith? I don’t want to wander in academic and 

sterile definitions. I endeavour a simple and essential answer 

that helps me rediscover the joy of believing. As usual, I am 

fascinated by the power of the Word of God; by the Gospel 

which doesn’t distribute ready-made answers as if it were a faith 

supermarket, but it points out tactfully the paths to be trodden.        

Faith is not a complex of truths to which one adheres “blindly”.   

Alas, how often did we reduce our belief to a group of precepts:     

“tu debes … you must”!  If you want to live your faith, you must 

… If you want to be a good Christian, you must … If you want to 

be an authentic religious, you must …  

Alas, who is capable to measure faith? Who can measure the 

depth of belief ?  

 

Faith: a “night” journey     

Faith makes me feel somehow like Nicodemus: a night 

investigator. Slightly similar – but not excessively, at least I hope !-  

to that  “shepherd roaming across Asia”, who repeats the poet’s 9 

famous  “night song”,  utterly loaded with questions without 

answers :     

                                                             

9 Giacomo Leopardi (1798-1837) 
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 “Moon, what do you do in the universe? Tell me, 

what do you do silent moon? You rise in the 

evening and go to contemplate  the deserts … Tell 

me, oh moon: how valid is my short roaming? Tell 

me: which is the direction of my mortal journey?”10.  

 

Like the shepherd, Nicodemus too crosses the night. We all cross 

short or long nights during our life; short or long deserts, in our   

journey of faith; but contrary to the shepherd whose only street 

companion is the moon – alas, a dumb companion who knows no 

answers – we instead have a light which brightens the deserts of 

our nights : the Lord Jesus who is Risen … the new man of the 

history of the world!  

Sure, like the shepherd, we too are on a journey; and our journey 

crosses the night. But please, let’s not seek 

company among the stars!    

At times, our universe, our days and our journeys 

are filled with so many moons, so many stars and 

so many idols …  but they remain silent to our 

heart; they have no answers regarding our life.    

Dear sisters and friends, He is the Lord Jesus, the only light that 

enlightens the world’s nights. Nicodemus finds him because he 

looks for him. Darkness doesn’t block him in his house. The 

night doesn’t stop him. He goes out … he risks! Like the bride of 

the Song of Songs  … She too gets up in the night, goes out and 

wanders through the city in search of her beloved. She goes 

along the roads and the squares; she doesn’t inquire information 

                                                             

10 G. Leopardi, “Night song of a wandering Asian shepherd”,  in “Songs”; Rizzoli 

1974 (XXIII Canto); p 76 


